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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A small group of community members from the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
(CTUIR) developed questions for a community survey to find out whether people would be willing to
participate in community sweat house gatherings; needs, desires, and barriers related to a community
sweat house; and to understand peoples’ previous experiences with sweat houses. Individual family
sweat houses and gatherings are the common practice at CTUIR, as is separate gender attendance.
People back into the sweat house unclothed and, when they emerge, people emerge face forward and
unclothed, symbolizing rebirth.
A total of 190 surveys, both paper and online, were collected over 4 months from July to October 2018.

WHO TOOK THE SURVEY?
 67% female
 90% AI/AN
 Ages ranged from under 18 to 60 and older
 57% CTUIR members or descendants
 75% from the Pendleton area

KEY FINDINGS
Willingness to go to community sweat house
 77% of the survey respondents were
willing to go to a community sweat house
gathering (9% said “maybe”)
o More CTUIR members and
descendants said “no” (22%) than
other AI/AN (17%) and non-AI/AN
(11%) people
Barriers to going to a sweat house gathering
 86% do not have their own sweat house or
have no sweat houses available to them
 14% do not know how to sweat
 Other barriers: health issues,
transportation, childcare, cultural and
spiritual differences, people who use
substances while at sweat, no time, not
being invited/welcomed, and potentially
who is leading and attending the sweat
house

Sweat house gathering as part of Yellowhawk
treatment plan
 46% of survey takers said they would be
more likely to go to a sweat house
gathering if it were part of their
Yellowhawk treatment plan
o 20% said “no”
Sweat House Preferences
 Most people (63%) preferred 2-5 people
 58% preferred attending naked or had no
preference at all
o However, there was a vocal minority
who did not feel comfortable
attending naked
Other considerations
 The sweat house must be clean and
properly maintained
 It must be safe and private (e.g., a guard at
the door and no sex offenders in
attendance)
 People might not be able to attend
depending on the location

DIFFERING OPINIONS
 Community sweat house organizers will
need to take the many – sometimes
contradictory – suggestions about the
characteristic(s) of community sweats
when setting up community sweats

I

RECOMMENDATIONS1
 Convene a group of committed and diverse
CTUIR community members who would be
interested in serving on a voluntary
advisory committee to 1) review this
report, 2) decide if the recommendations
are realistic, 3) generate additional
recommendations, and then 4) implement
the recommendations
 Create an inventory of CTUIR community
members who have the experience and
desire to lead a community sweat house
 Create an inventory of CTUIR community
members who would be interested in
attending community sweat house
gatherings, with the understanding that
they would help provide wood, cut wood,
help set up/clean up, act as guard, and/or
donate money for upkeep of the sweat
house (either community or private). The
success of the community sweat house(s)
will depend on the respect and helpfulness
of the participants as much as, if not more,
than the host(s)
 Create and maintain an online and paper
calendar for the various sweat houses
o Ensure that interested community
members have a phone number to
call to ask about when the next sweat
house gathering is (if they do not
have access to the internet)
 Determine if there is anyone in the
community who would be willing to
facilitate a sweat house gathering for
people in early recovery from substances:
sweat house gatherings may be a powerful
incentive to maintain sobriety

 Create a list of ground rules for expected
behavior (dos and don’ts) for sweat house
gatherings and upload these to accompany
the online calendar so that potential
attendees know exactly what is expected
before they go
 Hold orientations for people who have
never been to a sweat house, but are
interested in attending. This will help
everyone feel more welcomed and
comfortable when they do attend a sweat
house gathering. It would also be a good
opportunity to review the ground rules
and answer any questions
 Pilot a few community sweat house
gatherings to see how they go, identify
any potential pitfalls, and discuss with
both host/leader and participants ways to
overcome any challenges. Be sure to
celebrate successes!

“Our children are missing out on
the teachings and social ways
of the sweathouse. This is
something they need to
participate in early on so they
are comfortable and know how
to act when they are joining in.
Also, we need to be open to
teaching them they are
welcome as they learn.”
~ Survey Participant

1

Additional recommendations can be found in the
Discussion and Recommendations section of this report.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Circles of Hope Youth Suicide Prevention Program
The Yellowhawk Tribal Health Center (Yellowhawk) was awarded a grant known as the Garrett
Lee Smith (GLS) Youth Suicide Prevention Grant (#SM061753-01). These funds allow
Yellowhawk to implement the Circles of Hope (CoH) youth suicide prevention program. As part
of the grant proposal, CoH proposed facilitating sweat house gatherings for the community, in
an effort to weave more tribal cultural practices into our prevention and healing efforts. In
addition to using grant funds to revitalize the sweat house on St. Andrews Church property,
staff felt it was important to collect information from community members about sweat house
practices, needs, wishes, and concerns.

The Community Sweat House
The newly renovated sweat house is located on the property of St. Andrews Church which is in
the Baker Diocese. The church was established in the early 1800s and at one time functioned as
a boarding school for tribal children whose families converted to the Catholic religion. The
church’s current priest is known as “Father Mike” (Fitzpatrick) to the tribal community. He has
learned to speak the tribal language and uses the language in his church services. He has built a
solid relationship of mutual respect with the CTUIR community. He gave permission to renovate
the existing sweat house on church property after discussions about the need to update the
existing sweat lodge for safety and privacy when used by tribal members. This removed the
barrier of finding a location for a developing a sweat lodge for our tribal community. Pictures of
the revitalization process can be found throughout this report.

The Sweat House Survey
Because of the importance of culture-as-prevention and the desire to serve the needs of
community members, a small group of community members2 decided to survey the community
to understand the interest in a community sweat house.
The group developed questions for the sweat house3 survey and worked with the local
evaluator4 to streamline questions, create a process for paper survey implementation, as well

2

Members of the group included the then Circles of Hope Project Director (Jay Stanley), Community Outreach
Coordinator (Debra Shippentower), and Young Adult Outreach Coordinator (Joann Malumaleumu), as well as
Wenona Scott and Lindsey Watchman.
3
The group decided to use “sweat house gathering” rather than “sweat ceremony” or other terminology to
describe the practice.
4
Yellowhawk has contracted with NPC Research to provide data collection and analysis support for CoH grant
activities.

1
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as have the evaluator program an online survey for community members who would find the
online format more convenient.

Survey Implementation
The survey was implemented over 4 months, mainly at community-wide events. Staff who had
completed an online human subjects research training course handed out paper surveys to
community members at several community events, as well as at tables in the lobby of the
Yellowhawk Tribal Health Center. Paper surveys were handed out at the July 4th celebration, the
August 2th Community Picnic, the September 12th Round Up parade, and at other activities in
the month of October. The online survey went live on October 8th and was closed on October
22nd. Completed paper surveys were given to NPC staff for data entry and analysis.

Sweat House Revitalization
Before

After

“I like that it [sweat house] is going to be more
available to those who don't have access to a
sweat house in their families.”
~ Survey Participant

2
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SURVEY RESULTS
A total of 141 paper surveys and 49 online surveys were collected over the 4-month data
collection period.

Demographics of Survey Participants
Characteristics of the 190 survey participants are as follows:5


Gender – 67% were female, 33% were male



Age – Many age groups were represented among the survey participants (Figure 1)
Figure 1. Survey Participant Ages

45-54 yrs
18%

60 years &
older
18%

35-44 yrs
14%

25-34 yrs
15%

55-59
yrs
7%

18-24
yrs
8%

Under 18
years
18%

Missing
2%



CTUIR affiliation – 57% said they were members or descendants of CTUIR, 30% had a
different tribal affiliation, and 13% were not affiliated with any tribe



Race – 90% identified as Native American or Alaska Native, 7% were non-Native and 3%
did not answer



Residence – 75% were from the Pendleton area,6 while 24% were not, 1% did not
answer

Sweat House Attendance
Most survey takers had been to a sweat house gathering in the past.

5
6



82% had been to a sweat before



18% had not been to a sweat

Totals may not add to 100% due to rounding.
Included in the Pendleton area were Mission, Athena, Pilot Rock, Cayuse, Adams, and “Nixya’awii.”

3
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INTEREST IN ATTENDING FUTURE SWEAT HOUSE GATHERINGS
Of the 34 people who had not previously attended a sweat house gathering, 27 (79%) were
interested in attending in the future, 6 people (18%) said “no,” and one person did not answer
this question. Because one of the main purposes of the survey was to understand desire for –
and potentially facilitate – community sweat house gatherings, the 6 people who said that they
had never been and were not interested in attending a sweat in the were left out of the survey
results below about sweat house barriers, preferences, and willingness to attend a community
sweat house gathering.7

Barriers to Attending a Sweat House Gathering
The survey asked participants whether there were any barriers to people attending a sweat.
Several possible answers were provided on the survey, and there was also a write-in “other”
response. Participants were allowed to check all the options that applied to them; 146 people
answered this question (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Do any of the following physical barriers prevent you from going to a

sweat house gathering?
I don’t have my own sweat house

61%

No sweat houses available to me

25%

Don’t know how

14%

Other

10%

Claustrophobia
Transportation to a sweat house

7%

Too hot!

7%

Child care

4

5%

Not enough wood

3%

Difficulty breathing

3%

Dehydration

7

8%

2%

Of the six who were not interested in sweat house gatherings in the future, half were AI/AN and half were not.
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By far, the most common barrier was that people did
“Sweating with someone who
not have their own sweathouse (61%) or any other
is using toxic substances is not
sweathouse available to them (25%). The next most
common barrier was that people did not know how to
healthy. Substances are
sweat. “Other” responses included difficulty getting in
released into the area and are
and out of the sweat house (3 people),
toxic to others!”
time/scheduling (3 people), being diabetic, having
~ Survey Participant
never been invited, personal reasons, not knowing
when there is a sweat, not being connected to a
spiritual group, their own lodge being out of state, living in housing,8 as well as questioning the
experience and right of the people running the sweats.
A follow up question asked participants whether there was anything else that might prevent
them from attending a sweat house gathering. Thirty-four people wrote in answers, sometimes
a few different ones per person. Many of these answers were similar to the answers in Figure 5:









Time, transportation, childcare, and not knowing when sweat house gatherings take
place (9 people)
Cultural and spiritual differences (7 people)
Anxiety from social judgement and/or being naked with others (6 people)
Worry about chemicals from people using meth and other drugs (4 people)
Worry that they will not be welcomed (4 people)
Difficulty getting in and out of the sweat house or claustrophobia (3 people)
Being on one’s moon (1 person)
Weather conditions that are too dry and where the fire poses a danger combined with
the low water source - creek dried up (1 person)

Sweat House Preferences
The next set of survey questions asked about people’s preferences when they are at a sweat
house: how many people they feel comfortable with, whether they prefer to be naked or
clothed, and other concerns around sweat house practices.

DESIRED NUMBER OF PEOPLE
Figure 3 shows responses to the question about how many people survey participants would be
comfortable with at a sweat house gathering. There were 159 responses to this question. Most
(60%) of survey participants felt comfortable with 2-5 people in the sweat house, followed by 6
or more (30%).

8

It is not clear whether the participant is talking about tribal housing and whether this might be a transportation
issue.
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Some people marked more than one option for the number of people they feel most
comfortable with at the sweat house. For example, in a space for open-ended comments
(available for each question) one person wrote, "depends on a personal mood/feeling" and
marked both "alone" and "6 or more." When a person marked more than one answer for this
question, the answer with the highest number of people is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. How many people do you feel most comfortable being with in a sweat house?
63%

31%

3%

4%

Alone

1 on 1

2-5 people

6 or more

CLOTHING PREFERENCES
The survey asked participants about what they preferred to wear at sweat house gatherings.
There were 162 answers to this question (Figure 4) and the most common single answer (38%)
was “naked.”
Figure 4. Do you prefer to attend sweat gatherings naked or with a towel?
38%

Naked

23%

20%

19%

Partially clothed
(underwear/shorts)

No preference

Towel only

The results to this question about clothing preference differed quite a bit by both tribal
affiliation and gender. For CTUIR members and descendants, 68% preferred “naked” or “towel
only,” compared to 48% of those affiliated with other Native communities and 11% of those
who do not have a tribal affiliation.
Conversely, 13% of CTUIR members and descendants preferred “partially clothed,” while 32%
of people with another tribal affiliation, and 53% of people who do not identify as AI/AN said
“partially clothed.”

6
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A higher percentage of male survey takers (51%) than females (32%) said they preferred
attending a sweat naked. More than a quarter of females (28%) liked to sweat partially clothed,
compared to 10% of men.9
There were several write-in responses related to this question of sweat attire, which included:
 “If it's gender specific, sometimes less clothing is ok but with ‘Coed’ a sweat dress is
welcomed”10


“If only women, towel only would be ok”



“Yes, here the men prefer nude. But my father’s people
(tribe name) prefer [sweating] with trunks on”



“However they feel comfortable, but respectful to one
another”



“Everyone should be naked”



“Willing to adjust to the owner of the sweat house”



“Don't want to be naked with staff or clients. The way I sweat is different [than] here”

“I sometimes felt
uncomfortable being naked
in front of others.”
~ Survey Participant

OTHER SWEAT HOUSE PREFERENCES
In addition to the number of people and clothing preferences, the survey provided an
opportunity for participants to share any other considerations they had in thinking about sweat
house practice. Forty-one people provided write-in answers, many of them touching on
multiple themes. A lot of these themes repeat themes from earlier questions. Themes,
percentage of people who mentioned each theme,11 and sample quotes from participant
responses on each theme are listed below:


Prayer/spirituality/song (37%)
o “The most important part is prayer and worship”
o “To me, it's just a place to cleanse your body and spirit. I don't care to hear or
share prayers with the people inside a sweat house”
o “Sing Washut songs”



Logistics, safety, and cleanliness (29%)
o “Proper care of the sweathouse - maintenance” and “kept up carpeting”
o “Cleanliness most important a barrel by fire for heated water for bathing and
inside sweat” and “spread of skin infections, would have to have a changeable
cloth to sit on”
o “[Need a] guard for the door” and “to make sure you're not sharing space with
sexual offenders”

9

Some people checked more than one answer. For example, one person marked "towel only" and "partially
clothed;" in this case, "towel only" was chosen because it is the least covered option.
10
Two other people wrote in “sweat dress.”
11
Percentages will add to more than 100% because some participants mentioned multiple themes.
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Gender options (10%)
o “All gender or female and male options should be available”



No drugs (10%)
o “No alcohol or drug use in, or during use of facility”



Respect/There are different sweat traditions (15%)
o “Respecting others stories on how they grew up in sweat no judging”
o “The plains tribe you have to earn the right to run a sweatlodge or any other
sweatlodge or ceremonial activity… Also they only go one round here.”
Need to learn how to sweat (7%)
o “Basically to have further information on the tradition, how-to, etc. that I
(unfortunately) was not taught by my family”
Leader of sweat (7%)
o “The person ‘running’ the sweat needs to know how to do it”





Willingness to Attend Community Sweat House Gatherings
The survey asked about whether participants would be willing to go to community sweat house
gatherings (rather than the individual family sweats, which is the common practice at CTUIR).
There were 162 participants who answered this question. Participants could choose all options
that applied to them, so the results in Figure 5 add up to more than 100%.
Three-quarters (77%) of respondents would be willing to go to a community sweat house
gathering for at least one of the reasons listed. About half of the participants (61%) were willing
to go for cleansing and/or health benefits. Seventeen percent said they were not willing to
attend a community sweat house gathering at all, while 9% said “maybe.”12
Figure 5. Would you be willing to go to a sweat house gathering open to the community?
77%
61%

52%
27%
17%

Yes (any reason Yes, for
social, health, cleansing/health
ceremonial)
aspects

Yes, for
ceremonial &
traditional
aspects

Yes, for social
aspects

No

9%
Maybe, it
depends

12

Eight of the people who said, “Maybe, it depends” provided write-in answers about what their decision would
depend on. Again, most of the responses repeat themes from earlier questions, such as who performs it, how the
sweat house is taken care of, if it felt safe, if it is clean, if it was not toxic, if there were privacy, who is in the group,
when and where sweats are held. One person said that they would prefer a Plains ceremony.

8
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The results to the question about willingness to attend a community sweat house differed by
tribal affiliation (Figure 6). In general, CTUIR members/descendants were less likely to want to
attend a community sweat for any reason than both other groups.13
Figure 6. Would you be willing to go to a sweat house gathering open to the community –
(results by Tribal Affiliation)?
89%
72%

89%

76%

55%

58%
49%

52%

56%
44%
23% 25%

22%

17%
11%

Yes, for any reason

Cleansing/health

Traditional

CTUIR members or descendants

Social

Other AI/AN

No

Non-AI/AN

“I love going to the sweathouse. When I am sick, I
feel it helps me recover more quickly. I feel
refreshed and energized after going. It also helps
me spiritually and feel more connected socially.”
~ Survey Participant

13

It is important to remember that a very small number (9) of non-Native people took this survey.

9
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SWEAT HOUSE AS PART OF YELLOWHAWK TRIBAL HEALTH CENTER TREATMENT PLAN
The results of the current Sweat House Survey (Figure 7) show that there is substantial interest
in having sweat house gatherings as part of patients’ Yellowhawk treatment plans.14 The most
common response was “yes” (46%), while 20% provided definite “no” responses. People who
were not sure had two options: “I don’t know, it would depend” (21%) and “I would like more
information about this option” (13%). There were 159 responses to this question.
Figure 7. Do you think you would go to the sweat house more if sweat house gatherings
were part of your prescribed Yellowhawk treatment plan?
46%

21%

20%
13%

Yes

I don't know, it would
depend

No

I would like more
information about this
option

Of the 34 people who said, “I don’t know, it would depend,” 22 of them wrote down what their
decision would depend on. These responses fell into three main categories:


Personal reasons (45%) – if they received services at Yellowhawk, if they had time, what
their health condition was



Who is running the sweat and/or who is at the sweat (32%)



Location of sweat house (18%)



Condition of sweat house (9%) – cleanliness of the sweat house and if the existing one
were rebuilt

Additionally, one person commented, “I don't enjoy being told I have to do anything. When it's
voluntary I feel more willing.”

14

Keep in mind that the survey did not first ask whether people were eligible for Yellowhawk services and, if
eligible, whether they received services at Yellowhawk. Therefore, it is difficult to know whether people who are
not eligible or do not receive Yellowhawk services might have answered “yes” to this question. However, there
was very little difference between CTUIR members/descendants and those with other tribal affiliations.

10
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INTEREST IN DONATING TIME AND/OR WOOD FOR A COMMUNITY SWEAT HOUSE
In response to the question about donating wood, time to chop wood, or both to support the
community sweat house, 158 people provided answers. There were three answer options: yes
to time or wood or both (46%), maybe (33%), and no (21%).
Of the 31 people who wrote in something for their “maybe, it depends on…” response, half said
it would depend on time. Others said it would depend on what was needed, who was running
the sweat, wood availability, if they were attending the sweat they would bring wood, if there
were a wood splitter, and if there were a baby sitter. A few people said they would donate
money and two people would donate themselves – presumably for whatever needed to be
done.

MOST CONVENIENT DAYS AND TIMES FOR A SWEAT HOUSE GATHERING
In order for a community sweat house gathering to be successful, days and times must be
convenient for those interested in participating. The survey asked about which days and times
would be best. Participants could choose all that apply; 123 participants provided answers for
which day and 126 provided answers for which time slot would be most convenient (Figures 8
& 9). Saturdays, Sundays and the 6 to 9 p.m. time slot are when the most people are available
to attend a sweat house gathering.
Figure 8. What days are best for you?
Sunday

60%

Saturday
Friday

50%
41%

Wednesday

42%

Monday

6 to 9 p.m.

58%

76%

Thursday

Tuesday

Figure 9. What times are best for you?

4 to 6 p.m.

52%

1 to 4 p.m.

17%

9 a.m. to noon

19%

40%
43%

5 to 9 a.m.

25%

Past Sweat House Experience
The survey participants who had attended a sweat house gathering (including those in other
tribal communities) in the past were asked a few questions about their experiences, including
the first age they sweat, who taught them to sweat, where they first learned to sweat, and
whether the sweat house experiences of their youth were mostly positive.

11
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HOW OLD WERE YOU AND WITH WHOM DID YOU GO TO YOUR FIRST SWEAT HOUSE GATHERING?
Most (70%) of survey takers who answer this question15 reported that they had their first sweat
under the age of 10 years old, while 92% were under the age of 20.
A variety of people first took participants to the sweat house, as can be seen in Figure 10, but
the most common was an aunt or uncle (152 people answered this question).
Figure 10. With whom did you first go to the sweat house?
43%
38%

35%
26%

Aunt or Uncle

Grandparent

Parent

Other

Survey takers were also able to write in answers to this question; 33 out of 40 people who
selected the “other” option listed the person/persons who took them to their first sweat house
gathering. The most common “other” response was friend/friends (24%), siblings (21%), cousins
(18%), and family (12%). Other responses included culture camp/recreation program (12%),
other tribal members, tribal chief, spiritual group, and medicine.

WHERE DID YOU EXPERIENCE YOUR FIRST SWEAT HOUSE GATHERING?
Another question about the first sweat experience was about where participants had their first
sweat. There were only two options and 151 people answered this question:


60% had their first sweat in the CTUIR community



40% had their first sweat in another community

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCES AS A YOUNG PERSON (19 OR YOUNGER) AT THE
SWEAT HOUSE?
In describing their sweat house experiences as a young person, 127 people answered with one
of the three answer options: mostly positive (89%), neither positive nor negative (7%), and
mostly negative (4%).

15

152 people provided an answer about how they were at their first sweat house gathering.

12
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CURRENT SWEAT HOUSE ATTENDANCE AND PURPOSE
People who had attended sweat house gatherings were asked how often they currently go to
the sweat house. There were 146 people who responded to this question; the results are
shown in Figure 11. Over half the participants who responded currently did not sweat at all or
they only went once per year or less.
Figure 11. How often do you go to the sweat house, on average?
37%

20%
12%

10%

I do not
Once per year 6-11 times per
currently sweat
or less
year

Once per
month

12%

9%

2-3 times per Once per week
month
or more

Participants who had attended a sweat house gathering in the past were then asked about the
main reasons that they go to the sweat house. They were given three possible answers and
they could choose all that apply: health/cleansing aspects, ceremonial/traditional aspects, and
social aspects (Figure 12). There were 150 people who answered this question. Because they
could choose all that apply (22% chose all three options), the percentages do not add up to
100%. The most common response was “health/cleansing aspects” (88%).
Figure 12. Do you go to the sweat house mainly for…?
88%
73%

27%

Health/cleansing aspects

Ceremonial/traditional aspects

Social aspects

Open-Ended Thoughts about Sweat House Gatherings
The final two survey items were open-ended questions that asked about the health benefits of
the sweat house and any other thoughts participants wanted to share. These two questions
were only intended for the 156 people who said they had been to a sweat house gathering in
the past.
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HEALTH BENEFITS OF THE SWEAT HOUSE
There were 127 people who provided substantive answers to this question.16 Answers to this
question fit into seven main themes, although many of the responses fit under more than one
theme. Therefore, there are many more than 127 answers total. Brief summaries of the various
themes are listed below and a complete list of answers can be found in Appendix A.
Good for Overall Wellbeing/Positive/Healing
The most common theme was associated with overall wellbeing, with 77 answers related to
this theme. Participants wrote about increasing overall wellbeing, physical and mental healing,
removing the negative, and promoting the positive. Examples of these comments include:


“I think it helps positively helps my spirit, mental, and physical being”



“Helps aches and pains”



“It uplifts me up it makes me feel good about myself”

Cleansing/Refreshing
The next most common theme – one that often overlapped with general feelings of well-being
– was that sweating served a cleansing purpose and left people feeling renewed, refreshed, and
energized in mind, body, and/or spirit. There were 66 people who mentioned this theme in
their comments, including the following:


“A mental cleanse - better thinking/thoughts. A spiritual cleanse - renewal for
spirituality, along with prayers & meditation during while using the sweathouse. An
overall cleanse to body = deep skin cleanse from head to toe. Keeps skin cleansed year
round”



“Going to sweathouse affects my health by helping me cleanse out all the bad things”

Prayer/Meditation/Spirituality
The third most common theme (28 people) was that of prayer, spirituality, and/or meditation
as important components of the sweat house. Respondents wrote:


“I gain appreciation from giving thanks and listening to others' prayers”



“A sweat helps with breathing, spirituality, clearing the mind, praying, and personal
centering”



“Nourishes your inner self using prayer”



“Connects me body/mind/spirit”

Depending on the information given, answers in this theme often overlapped with the themes
of tradition and cleansing.

16

Some people answered by writing “no, not really, or N/A.” One person wrote, “it doesn’t.” These responses
were not included in the count.
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Sleep/Relaxation/Stress relief
Nineteen people mentioned something about the relaxing, stress relieving, and good sleep
effects of the sweat house, such as:


“Hearing others’ voices and talking help with anxiety and let you release some stress”



“It makes me feel positive, and like every worry has been lifted”



“Brings me into a better mind set to handle my day to day stress”



“After sweating I am able to sleep good”

Tradition/Ceremony/Songs
Ten respondents mentioned ceremony or tradition either directly or indirectly. Singing was a
popular activity under the theme of tradition and was often related to the themes of prayer and
healing.


“Singing ‘our songs’ knowing the story behind sweat. Knowing the purposes and intent
of sweat”



“Gives me power to live as my elders did”



“Focusing your life Journey, Prayer :) healing songs, and medicine used at these
ceremonies”

Community/Family/Friends
The theme of community (8 people) was related to descriptions of participating in the sweat
house with other people. Examples of this theme are found below.


“It helps you relax and/or connect with relatives and friends”



“Creates relationships that are healthy”



“It also helps me … feel more connected socially”

Breathing
People (8) also mentioned that the sweat house was good for breathing and lungs.17


“It helps me breathe deeper”



“My lungs always feel better after a sweat”

Sweat Preparation
Four people wrote about preparing for a sweat. One respondent suggested, “Teach how to
make sweat cutting wood/starting fire/cleaning/cooking rocks.” Another person described their
experience of “doing every job - collecting the materials to build it, collecting the fire wood, the
rocks. Chopping the wood, pitching the rocks.”18

17

On the other hand, one person wrote, “Due to lung issues I can't sweat as often as I'd like...”
Another respondent shared the opinion that the sweat did not affect their health, “because I build it (the fire) to
heat rocks, and it doesn't affect me. One other response did not easily fit into any of the themes: “I'm not sure I
mean it's hot I could pass out.”
18
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OTHER THOUGHTS
This last question was purposely broad so that survey participants could add any other thoughts
they had about the sweat house. Because there were so many different types of comments
written in, the type of answer rather than a theme makes more sense for a summary. For
example, some answer types include personal experience, benefits, knowledge, and
advice/requests. Much of the information was similar to what was shared in answers to the
question about the effects of the sweat house or other survey responses. There were 56
substantive responses (out of a possible 156). Appendix A contains a list of all the answers to
this question.
Description of Experiences
There were 27 answers that referenced individual experiences, with the most popular answer
being an explanation of one’s personal experience with sweating. The following answers are
example of the direct experience themes. A complete list of answers is found in Appendix A.


“We as a family use to sweat 20 days in a row”



“I have participated in many sweat lodge ceremonies in different nations in the North
West and they have all been different with different methods, songs, incense and
gender and clothing options”



“We sing Washout songs, say prayers, and wash in the cold spring”

A few respondents wrote about how they would like to get into sweating again. For example,
one respondent wrote, “It’s always been a positive feeling afterwards and I miss not being able
to sweat like I used to.”

“I haven't gone since I was a little girl, but now that I
have my own daughter I would love to get back into it.
I would love to learn again now that I am older and
teach her the same way I was taught growing up.”
~ Survey Participant
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Advice/Requests
Twenty-one respondents made requests or gave advice in their answers. These are examples of
those answers:


“While this is a great idea, there needs to be a person who is going to be supportive
about the ones who are going for first time or not in a while”



“There is a teaching, a story, that goes with the sweathouse. It is ours, 'Indians'...from
here. The story cannot be changed. The teachings must remain the same and passed
down to 'our' next generations. Not for 'the community' if that means 'Non-Indians.' Our
culture, is ours, not for others. It must be done 'our' way, not other Indian ways. This is
our home land, our teachings, our way!”



“Please if ‘rock pit’ could be moved to side of sweathouse. Besides it is too difficult to
enter & exit sweat w/pit in middle!”



“Putting up a sweatlodge requires much. To bless the ground before you actually
construct it. In our sweatlodge the requirement is to sing four songs in each of the four
rounds. Also men and woman both attend both partially clothed. The general belief is
the sweatlodge is only as good as the person running it”



“Our youth need to participate more sweating, learning song & ways, wood gathering,
cleaning up”



“The more [sweat house] builders the better is my request”



“…if [sweat house] is offered for women to wear sweat dresses, and men shorts, it’s a
more comforting experience and maybe more individuals would feel more able to
attend”

Benefits
Twelve respondents listed the benefits of the sweat house. There was no new information in
these responses that was different from responses to earlier questions. For example, answers
with a benefits theme include:


“They are fun and your skin feels amazing afterwards”



“Powerful medicine good for the soul”



“Good spiritual healing goes on in it”

Knowledge
Four respondents shared their knowledge about the sweat house. For example, one respondent
wrote, “Sweat has kept Indian people together through over 500 years of cultural
encroachment.” Another respondent wrote, “Cultures all over the world, for thousands of years
... have used the sweat house to purify themselves.”
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DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
The survey results are rich and informative. In addition to providing information about early
sweat house experiences for those who had experienced the sweat house before, survey
participants also shared feedback about needs and desires for sweat houses which would be
open to the community. A discussion of the feedback on community sweat house is the focus of
this section.

Discussion
DIFFERING VIEWS OF SWEAT HOUSE PRACTICE
More than half (77%) of the survey respondents who were interested in attending a sweat
house gathering were willing to go to a community sweat. Therefore, there is a great
opportunity for attendance at community sweats. Community sweat house organizers will have
to take the many suggestions about the type(s) of community sweats provided by survey
participants into account when setting up community sweats.
Many participants used the survey as an opportunity to talk about what should—and should
not—happen at a sweat ceremony. Some of these views are potentially at odds with each other
(Table 1).
Table 1. Differing Views on Sweat House Practice
Topic

Clothing

Tradition &
Ceremony

View 1
“Around here, we sweat
naked only! It is our
culture. Our belief. Our
tradition. No exceptions.
Cannot change this”

“Our culture, is ours, not
for others. It must be done
"our" way, not other
Indian ways. This is our
home land, our teachings,
our way!”

View 2
 “If [sweat house] is offered for women to wear
sweat dresses, and men shorts, it’s a more
comforting experience and maybe more
individuals would feel more able to attend”
 “Sometimes felt uncomfortable being naked in
front of others”
 “While this is a great idea, there needs to be a
person who is going to be supportive about the
ones who are going for first time or not in a
while. I find that there are ones who say they
want to teach but then are not welcoming to
ones they don't see as ‘traditional.’ I'll try it if I
feel comfortable with the teachings.”
 “That no one ‘owns’ it and it really is open to
community, prayers and songs are shared or it
is just quiet is ok too”
 “Respecting others stories on how they grew
up in sweat no judging”
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Topic

Prayer

Gender

View 1
 “The most important
part is prayer and
worship”
 “Too much frivolous
talking and not enough
prayerful language”
“Female/male do separate
sweats. No combined”

View 2
 “To me, it's just a place to cleanse your body
and spirit. I don't care to hear or share prayers
with the people inside a sweathouse”

“All gender or female and male options should be
available”

For the community sweats to work for the largest number of people, it will be important to
address these differences of opinion and practice. The recommendation section below provides
some ideas about how to do this.

NEEDS AND DESIRES FOR A COMMUNITY SWEAT HOUSE
As seen throughout this report, there were many specific suggestions about potential
community sweat house gatherings where no potential opposing views were provided
(although this does not mean they do not exist). Examples include:


Those leading the sweat house gathering must know what they are doing



Sweat house leaders should rotate



No one who uses alcohol or drugs can participate



The sweathouse must be well maintained and clean



Not for ‘the community’ if that means ‘Non-Indians’

Recommendations


Convene a group of committed and diverse CTUIR community members who would be
interested in serving on a voluntary advisory committee to 1) review this report, 2)
decide if the recommendations are realistic, 3) generate additional recommendations,
and 4) implement the recommendations



Create an inventory of CTUIR community members who have experience and desire to
lead a community sweat house. The inventory should include:
o Their sweat house style (experience, clothing, tradition/culture, prayer, gender,
hours available, minimum and maximum number of people, whether non-Indians
are welcome, etc.)
o Whether or not they have a family sweat house they would be willing to open up to
the community (and if so, how often)
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Create an inventory of CTUIR community members who would be interested in
attending community sweat house gatherings, with the understanding that, in the spirit
of generosity, they would help provide wood, cut wood, help set up/clean up, act as
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guard, and/or donate money for upkeep of the sweat house (either community or
private). The success of the community sweat houses will depend on the respect and
helpfulness of the volunteers as much as, if not more, than the host


Create and maintain a calendar for the various sweats that is maintained online
o Interested community members should also have a phone number to call to ask
about when the next sweat house gathering is (if they do not have access to the
internet) or exist on paper at a central community location
o The calendar should also contain information about sweat house style (experience,
clothing, tradition/culture, prayer, gender, hours available, minimum and maximum
number of people, etc.) so that community members can attend one that fits with
their own needs and preferences



Create a list of ground rules for expected behavior (dos and don’ts) for sweat house
gatherings and upload these to accompany the online calendar so that potential
attendees know exactly what is expected before they go
o One possible example would be to have each attendee bring their own towel to sit
on as well as a towel to dry off with



Determine if there is anyone in the community who would be willing to facilitate a
sweat house gathering for people in early recovery from substances: sweat house
gatherings may be a powerful incentive to maintain sobriety



Determine whether any non-Native (e.g., spouses/partners of CTUIR
members/descendants or other AI/AN people) will be allowed into a sweat house and
under what conditions
o This may differ depending on who is the host and should be included in the ground
rules



Hold educational gatherings/orientations for people who have never been to a sweat
house, but are interested in attending. This process will help everyone feel more
welcomed and comfortable when they do attend a sweat house gathering
o The list of ground rules could be presented and participants could ask any questions
they have about this
o Encourage youth to go – 92% of the survey takers attended their first sweat house
gathering under the age of 20 and participants wanted this opportunity for the
youth



Pilot a few community sweat house gatherings to see how they go and what potential
pitfalls are. Discuss with both host/leader and participants ways to overcome any
challenges. Celebrate successes!
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“Although there are benefits to sweating and
cleansing your body from the inside, out. It also allows
one to exfoliate dead skin and dirt and grime. Mental
stability can be achieved by knowing everything about
sweat and actually doing every job – collecting the
materials to build it, collecting the fire wood, the
rocks. Chopping the wood, pitching the rocks. Singing
‘our songs’ knowing the story behind sweat. Knowing
the purposes and intent of sweat.”
~ Survey Participant
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APPENDIX A. FULL ANSWERS TO OPEN-ENDED
QUESTIONS
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Appendix A1. In your opinion, how does going to the sweat house affect your
health?
A mental cleanse - better thinking/thoughts. A spiritual cleanse - renewal for spirituality, along
with prayers & meditation during while using the sweathouse. An overall cleanse to body = deep
skin cleanse from head to toe. Keeps skin cleansed year round.
a positive helps aches and pains
A sweat help with breathing, spirituality, clearing the mind, praying, and personal centering. Just
as a person it is good for health and conditioning
Affect in good way - clean body, clean heart/mind, strong love for family. Family closer - teach
how to make sweat cutting wood/starting fire/cleaning/cooking rocks
after sweating I am able to sleep good & I feel clean
Allows you to breathe better Cleanses
as a young person at the time I didn't understand that it was good for my body; I thought it was
just to get clean. as an adult I can see the benefits of helping the muscles and aches and pains.
But then to also benefit the mind if practices that way.
Better physical!
Brings me into a better mind set to handle my day to day stress. Also creates a better core values
to myself
Calms me
cleaned body and soul
cleaning mind, body, and spirit
Cleans & purify.
cleans my body, mental health to release things that are bothering me, spiritual to help provide
guidance, and overall feeling of well being afterwards
Cleans the body, enriches the soul.
cleans you body mind and soul
cleanse body & mind
Cleanse my inner body. Opens pores.
cleanses
Cleanses your body, mind, spirit. Sharing prayers.
Cleanses your body. Relaxing
Cleansing
Cleansing Body, Spirit, mind heart. Focusing your life Journey, Prayer :) healing songs, and
medicine used at these ceremonies.
Cleansing of my body & soul
Cleansing of the soul & heart
cleansing, healing
Clears my mind I feel safe helps me clear out my lungs and breathe
clears my mind on things
feel great
Feeling of cleansing, physical & emotionally, a good feeling.
Going to sweat can boost self esteem.
Going to sweat has a good impact on my health because it cleans my body.
24
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Going to sweat, to me, means sweating away the negative, and refreshing your mind. It also
builds resilience.
Going to sweathouse affects my health by helping me cleanse out all the bad things.
good
Good
Great cleanse.
great for prayer, mind & body
Healthy way of cleansing
Helps cleanse you, revitalize you, renew you. Connects you with a deeper sense of self and the
creator.
Helps internally and physically.
helps me holistically: spiritually, physically, mentally and emotionally. I can tell when it has been
too long in-between sweats. Even in college, I tried to find a local sweathouse, to help keep
balanced/focused.
holistically: mental value, physical value, emotional value, spiritual value
I always come out feeling more relieved after prayer and sharing my struggles while saying aloud
my hopes for family friends and peers. Also feels good going through the extremes of hot & cold
to remind myself that I am alive.
I believe it would help my breathing and help detox on a regular basis. Also with my spirituality
and religious practices.
I can help maintain health by keeping healthy weight
I can't remember
I don't know (3 responses)
I feel cleansed and refreshed.
I feel it helps cleanse my mind, body & spirit which is very positive and the goodness that comes
from it effects me physically to feel better
I feel like my energy is higher after sweat.
I feel refreshed mentally, spiritually & physically. Gives me a more positive outlook in life.
I love going to the sweathouse. When I am sick, I feel it helps me recover more quickly. I feel
refreshed and energized after going. It also helps me spiritually and feel more connected socially.
I sleep better
I think it helps positively helps my spirit, mental, and physical being.
I think it is a very healing.
I think it's good for your health. It helps you sweat out the toxins, dirt, etc... My lungs always feel
better after a sweat.
I use to faithfully Sweat. it was good healing.
I usually attend sweat when I am sick or needing an uplift. My significant other goes to sweat
regularly to cleanse.
If I was sick, I get worse. If I'm injured, like a sprain it helps me. Other than that I haven't seen
much change.
I'm not sure I mean it's hot I could pass out
Improves overall. Promotes sleep.
In my opinion not really because I build it (the fire) to heat rocks, and it doesn't affect me
25
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Increase in overall health
influences it positively
It cleanses the body makes someone clean physically and mentally. Makes life more peaceful.
It cleanses the mind, body and spirit. My dad enrolled [tribe] showed me to build sweat, and
shared with me its purpose.
It cleanses the negative energy Due to lung issues I can't sweat as often as I'd like...
It clears my mind and senses all around a good feeling.
It does mentally and on my body.
it doesn't
It forces me to use physical energy which is good for stress relief. Chopping wood - loading heavy
rocks - basic labor around the lodge.
It has been decades since I have went. I utilize a sauna as it is easier for me to walk in and out of.
It has helped me decleanse from a stressful day!
It has really helped me
It help discipline19 your body and mind
it helped me to strengthing by body heal me when I was sick
It helps in many ways physically and mentally
it helps me breathe deeper. I feel calm and happy afterwards. I gain appreciation from giving
thanks and listening to others' prayers. Sweat gives an immediate and satisfying feel of
detoxification and cleanliness.
it helps me realign myself as one, spiritually, physically, and mentally, and for ceremonially
purposes emotionally.
it helps with breathing and mind
It helps you relax and/or connect with relatives and friends
It is positive mentally & physically very helpful & good. Most relaxing & enjoyment!!!
It is spiritual for me & a cleansing tool both traditionally & contemporary.
it just makes me feel better altogether
It makes feel pure again.
It makes me feel really good mentally and physically. I always feel renewed, refreshed and
cleansed after sweat.
It makes me feel sooo good!!! I grew up going to sweat every day in all weather conditions. The
hotter the better, it cleans out everything, rids all the toxins, bad feelings ugly thoughts, brings
forth tears & songs to pray for myself first & others.
It makes my health amazing.
It renews me, feels like a detox/cleanse. Connects me body/mind/spirit
It uplifts me up it makes me feel good about myself
Its great for everything!
its very uplifting, promotes a healthy mind and body.
made me feel better health & spirit
Makes life easier
19

Data entry staff could not read this word clearly. They were able to see “dis” and chose “discipline” because it
seemed fitting.
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Makes me energized and clean
makes me feel nice to be involved in whatever is going on
makes my health, healthier cleans my mind, soul, gives me power to live as my elders did. Love it.
Makes you feel good
mentally & physically
Mentally, physically, spiritually, emotionally uplifting.
Moreso, mentally. although there are benefits to sweating and cleansing your body from the
inside, out. It also allows one to exfoliate dead skin and dirt and grime. - Mental stability can be
achieved by knowing everything about sweat and actually doing every job -- collecting the
materials to build it. collecting the fire wood, the rocks. Chopping the wood, pitching the rocks.
Singing "our songs" knowing the story behind sweat. Knowing the purposes and intent of sweat.
N/A (2)
need it. more spiritual help
no affect helps me alot.
No opinion - personal
Nourishes your inner self using prayer, cleanses your body and mind. songs and talks bring back
many memories. it is great mental and physical health
Physically, mentally & spiritually.
positive & effective, mind, body, heart
positive in every way: mental, physical, spiritual, also a positive effect of bringing people together
Positive, help me with what I need at the time rest or with eating Prayer works
Positively effects all aspects of your well being.
praying, singing, and cleansing of body and mind
Promotes healing. Offers opportunity for prayer.
re centers the being
REJUVENATES, CLEANSES, HEALS, CREATES RELATIONSHIPS THAT ARE HEALTHY
Spiritual healing
Spiritually very well.
Spoke to [initials]
Sweat allows me to clear my mind, cleanse my body, and heal mentally, physically and
emotionally/spiritually.
Sweat helps clear my head when going through a hard time it helps make you feel better when
sick, when you pray at sweat it gives you strength.
Sweathouses offer a sense of renewal, and cleansing. It makes me feel positive, and like every
worry has been lifted.
The sweathouse affect my health by keeping me clean/feeling cleansed & keeps me mentally
stable
The sweathouse affects my health in a positive way, reduces stress, and a place of prayer and
solitude.
this is a good teaching for physical, spiritual and emotional health
Total cleansing/relaxing
Tremendously, makes me feel healthy and tradish.
very cleansing for my body & mind
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Very good, in all ways
When I go to the sweathouse theres nothing but good vibes, always laughter and singing. Hearing
others voices and talking help with anxiety and let you release some stress.
Would be very helpful for people who have breathing prob. also to cleanse body
yes, it makes me feel good and refreshed

Appendix A2. Is there anything else you would like to share with us about sweat
house practice or your experiences with sweat house gatherings?
" " (ditto marks)
(heart drawn)
Always good - Talk to the Creator
be nice to younger people
Be safe, be clean
Certainly, however, there is not enough room on this paper
Creates a higher Power Place of prayer Helps you to observe yourself
Cultures all over the world, for thousands of years...have used the sweat house to purify
themselves. Millions of sweat hogs, can't be wrong :)
experience it for yourself
gather for prayer, laughter. [Three people’s names] how to prep, cut, fire up, cook rocks, clean
Good place to clear your mind praying for your wrong doings and bad thoughts and try to set your
mind straight
Good spiritual healing goes on in it.
Have sweat w/other tribes and their way [tribe]
I believe if sweathouse is taught to our youth & community it would bring a sense of belonging to
the youth as well as a sense of faith.
I build [different tribal community] sweats [which] are different in fire pits.
I have participated in many sweat lodge ceremonies in different nations in the North West and
they have all been different with different methods, songs, incense and gender and clothing
options.
I haven't gone since I was a little girl, but now that I have my own daughter I would love to get
back into it. I would love to learn again now that I am older and teach her the same way I was
taught growing up.
I like that it is going to be more available to those who don't have access to a sweat house in their
families.
I love sweat. All Indian children need to learn. All my grandchildren sweat. Part of cultural/baths &
prayer. ALSO! Please if "rock pit" could be moved to side of sweathouse. Besides it is too difficult
to enter & exit sweat w/pit in middle!
I miss going to sweats for myself and prayers for my family
I think it is very beneficial for our community members. I however am not comfortable
participating.
I think they are beneficial.
I would love to learn the sweathouse songs
It amazing!
28
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It is been taught to me its given to us by the Creator to pray & cleanse.
It's a good feeling
Its always been a positive feeling afterwards and I miss not being able to sweat like I used to.
I've always enjoyed every sweat I've been in and loved the energy
Learning songs, stories from Elders even if it was their life experience
Leave with open mind
my other longhouse takes care of me.
Our children are missing out on the teachings and social ways of the sweathouse this is something
they need to participate in early on so they are comfortable and know how to act when they are
joining in. also we need to be open to teaching them they are welcome as they learn.
Our youth need to participate more sweating, learning song & ways, wood gathering, cleaning up.
People have to show up in the right frame of mind - no drugs or alcohol, be willing to help clean
up before/after sweat, be respectful of the location (could be a person's residence)
Plains lodge was used as ceremony physical health issues "doctored" ther. We used it to help
families grieve after loss
Powerful medicine good for the soul.
private
Putting up a sweatlodge requires much. To bless the ground before you actually construct it. In
our sweatlodge the requirement is to sing four songs in each of the four rounds. Also men and
woman both attend both partially clothed. The general belief is the sweatlodge is only as good as
the person running it.
singing songs are very powerful and boost my day.
Some tribes sweat w/women and I do not share this practice.
sweat has kept Indian people together through over 500 years of cultural encroachment
Sweat to me is like a meeting kinda, like how peoples day went what they did what's going on in
the week. it's a good experience
Sweathouse is 2nd home
Sweating with someone who is using toxic substances is not healthy. Substances are released into
the area and are toxic to others!
teach the younger ones about the sweathouse.
the more builders the better is my request
The respect given is always a great practice too.
There is a teaching, a story, that goes with the sweathouse. It is ours, "indians"...from here. The
story cannot be changed. The teachings must remain the same and passed down to "our" next
generations. Not for "the community" if that means "Non-Indians." Our culture, is ours, not for
others. It must be done "our" way, not other indian ways. this is our home land, our teachings,
our way!
They are fun and your skin feels amazing afterwards.
Very hot
we bring in the bell, drum washut songs
We put kous kous on us
We sing Washout songs, say prayers, and wash in the cold spring.
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While this is a great idea, there needs to be a person who is going to be supportive about the ones
who are going for first time or not in awhile. I find that there are ones who say they want to teach
but then are not welcoming to ones they don't see as "traditional." I'll try it if I feel comfortable
with the teachings.
With the "right" person, it all depends on how you were raised -- traditional & culturally, in the
home strict discipline. There has been too much outer influence from other Tribes & non-Indians,
that I am very cautious of people. Too many read "books" & the teachings are not the same.
Would take too long
Yes its awkward but it helps a lot in any health aspect
yes we as a family use to sweat 20 days in a row and for funerals20 10 day that when you are all
done you feel great
Yes, I do believe that sweating with both men and women is beneficial for a true family
connection, and that if its offered for women to wear sweat dresses, and men shorts, its a more
comforting experience and maybe more individuals would feel more able to attend.
N/A (7)
NO (20)

“I have participated in many sweat lodge ceremonies
in different nations in the North West and they have
all been different with different methods, songs,
incense and gender and clothing options.”
~ Survey Participant

20

The handwriting was not clear; data entry staff believe this word was “funerals.”
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